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IHTRODUCTIOH
vhe purpose of this paper was to present information,
methods, suggestions and guidance concerning the development
of a three year high school speech program* The paper con-
cerns itself with the three areas of training and planning that
are the foundation for a program in speech*
Chapter I explains the importance of the speech teacher,
his philosophy, his training, his experiences and the importance
of the administrative attitudes under which he may teach. Chap-
ter II disousses the speech student, his individual capacities,
interests, and ability of applications. Chapter III is devoted
to the secondary speech class and what value this class should
hold for the student and the value the class should hold for the
school curriculum. Chapter IV is the history of a Missouri high
school speech program. The development of this program is given
in a descriptive form which includes the development of Impor-
tant activities that have led to this program 1 I present frame-
work. In the Appendix was recorded suggestions and explanations
of activities that were helpful to this writer during the devel-
opment of the speech program.
This paper was the result of a two year study concerning
the differences in the several speech programs of twelve high
schools within the State of Missouri. This study was conducted
through conferences with the speech teachers in these schools;
by attending at least one school program under the direction
2of that teacher; toy talking with students from these schools
who were enrolled In speech; and through group discussions with
speech teachers from the state who attended two different state
meetings held for speech teachers* These conversations and
discussions led this author to the conclusion that the leader-
ship in the speech program of a secondary school depended on
the lnitative and training of the speech teacher, the interest
of the administration and students in the school and the posi-
tion that the speech work held in the entire school structure*
To aid the teacher of speech and dramatics, the State Depart-
ment of Education published a curriculum guide lor the teachers
of Missouri to use* This guide, A Guide for Speeeh* Dramatics,
Radio and Television, was a direct result of speech teachers
in the state who had become concerned with the differences and
attitudes towards speech work in the Missouri high schools*
However, this paper was the result of the differences found
within the conference of which the Missouri high school described
in this paper Is a member*
The writer believes that Speech Education for all youth is
definitely needed to help establish leaders for the complex
society iii which we live* Also, speech training can offer to
the high school student the most helpful and happiest days of
training that student will experience*
8THE TEACHER OF SPEECH
The teaching of speech has a long historical background.
From this history it can be learned that the rise and Tall of
speech can be directly correlated with the degree of attention
speech teachers have devoted to teaching techniques and methods
as opposed to the management of ideas*1 In today* s secondary
education the success in teaching ideas in communication depends
upon the teacher as a person, his philosophy, his professional
training, his personal abilities and his attitudes*
Speech teachers are among the best in our public school
system* They share professional standing with other teechers--
o
teachers of physics, of JJnglish, of history* The day has passed
for the speech teacher to be satisfied with simple activities,
winning contests and producing a class comedy* Waldo w. Braden
presents the following as goals for the speech teacher in modern
times*
1* To provide understanding and appreciation of
speech as well as for the perfection of skills*
2. To put high in the planning the development of
wholesome attitudes regarding the responsibilities of the
communicator*
3* To develop critical capacity—ability to recognise
the good speech, the great drama, the artistic reeding*
^Harold R. Hogstrom. "Old Wine in Hew Bottles." Speech
Teacher* (September 1961) 10:194-195*
^Frederick W. Haberman. "Towards the Ideal Teacher of
Speech*" Speech Teacher * (January 1961) 10 il.
4. To give the best in effective teaching of large
numbers—those who are not Just speech majors—the future
scientist, business man, housewife and citizen,
3
Speech Philosophy
To achieve these goals the teacher of speech must give
careful consideration to his philosophy. The teacher's philo-
sophical attitude is reflective, thoughtful, examining, medi-
tating and encompassing.* A philosophy is concerned with the
meaning of life, the significance of the world in which one
lives and the values in which one believes. 5 The speech teacher
must learn about the relations of speech to philosophy in gen-
eral.
The conflicting attitudes of the educational world are
mirrored in our own field. We are by turns humanists, real-
ists, scientists, and much else.
Speech humanists, for example, are among us aplenty.
We humanists usually have a strong English background, a
predilection for Aristotle, a faith in the seven liberal
arts • • •
•
Among our speech fraternity are also the disciples of
reason, followers of John Locke and Adam Smith. We Lock-
ians specialise in contemporary history and economics....
we rationalists. .. .direct debate teems and encourage busi-
ness and professional speaking....
A third group of philosophers are the speech aesthetes
....We talk much of standard pronunciation as the central
problem and of linguistics for all.
Still another group of us have fallen heir to a
scientific determinism....
6
3.
v/aldo w. Braden. •Speech, Scienoe, and the Future."
Speech Teachor
.
(Se tember 1961) 10tl86.
^Loren Reid. Teaching Speech, p. IS.
Slbld
.
6A. Craig Balrd. "The Educational Philosophy of the
Teacher of Speech. n Quarterly Journal of Speech
. (December
1938) 24 1 245-255. —
The speech teacher today In his philosophy cannot overlook
the historical steps In philosophy, 7 Dr. Magdalene Kramer states
the speech teacher* s philosophy oust be geared to that of training
youth to preserve democracy and the opportunities in a democracy.8
Certain attitudes should become intimately associated with
the philosophy, with speech and speaking situations, such as;
attitudes of helpfulness, cooperation, tolerance. Inquiry, con-
cession, admission, self-reliance, honesty and conviction. 9
F. H, Knower writes that the philosophy of the speech
teacher first should lead to the recognition of the intellectual
nature of speech. This is to allow the teacher to analyze
speech so It will provide the best possible organisation of
units for teaching. He also recommends that the teacher* s
understanding of activity patterns, speech purpose, functions
of speech, speech standards and objectives of speech education
be given some consideration as the teacher arrives at his phi-
losophy.*
The three factors governing the flexibility of the speech
teacher* s philosophy are (1) the basic personal philosophy (2)
7Reld. 0£. cit. p. 15.
^Magdalene Kramer. "The Role of Speech in Education* A
Be-Evaluation." Quarterly Journal of Speech
. (April 1948) 341123,
^Speech Association of America. "A Speech Program.
"
Quarterly Journal of Speech. (October 1951) 371347-358.
^Franklin H. Khower. "A Philosophy of Speech for the
Secondary School." Speech Teacher. (March 1952) 1 179-85.
Ithe teacher's training (3) the needs and abilities of the stu-
dent**• The teacher of speech should arrive at his .Lilosophy
to meet the needs of himself as a person and as a teacher
dealing with the personalities and abilities of individual stu-
dents*
The speech teacher adapts hit philosophy and his personal-
ity in teaching. George Densmore feels the responsibility for
the success in a speech -rograa rests directly upon the teacher*
He wrote.. ••"there is no place for the drab personality, stuffy
mind, and expressionless face. If the class of speech is dead
bury the teacher*"12
The teacher of speech must be a model to his students. The
ability to express ideas clearly and interestingly is a central
trait of good teaching. Patience, fairness, mental alertness
and a sense of humor are highly prised. The personality of the
teacher must lean towards working with colleagues and superiors.
The speech teaober must be effective In the use of the voice,
ability in reading and speaking. Such qualities of the speech
teacher should be above average. 13
T4ardel Ogilvie. Teaching Speech In toe High Schools ,
p. 68.
12
<3eorge Densmore. "The Teaching of Speech Delivery."
quarterly Journal of Speech
. (February 1946) £2t67-71.
•^Reld. op. cit. pp. 352-553.
7Speech Training
The best policy of choosing courses for the major in speech
Is veil established* 14 l,iost high school speech teachers mast
handle all areas of speech rather than concentre be in one field.
The tendency is toward requiring the teacher training najor to
take a general speech program rather than one which will make
him a specialist*15 There is new evidence in modern times that
our society wants people profiolent in speech and that teachers
of speech should offer unusual and satisfying experiences and
opportunities in the classroom* 16
In a study made by Skinner it was found that among the
heads of departments in the colleges there is a definite oppo-
sition to requiring a rigid standardised speech program of study.
On the other hand* from this seme study we learn there is some
sentiment to establish standardisation—possibly in a two year
program*m
Karl Wallace finds that training is needed to handle a
broad area in speech* Be wrote that the training of a speech
»
teacher should be for today's need and not that of forty-years
ago* Wallace in his study exphasised this when he presented
**Ibld .
^Kenneth Burns. WA Report on Teachers Training in Speech*"
Speech Teacher . (September 1960) 9il02*
^Haberman* 0£. clt. p* 1.
17Ted Skinner. HA Study of Speech Major Requirements."
Speech Teacher
. (November 1961) 10t303.
his definition of speech.
••••an area of study whose twin aims are to understand
the functions, processes, and effects of oral communication
and to teach the principles and methods that make the
spoken word effective. It is a field populated by persons
who are devoted to knowledge and teaching.^
It is recommended by many, according to Braden, that the teacher
be able to teach public address, oral interpretation, dramatics,
speech science, phonetics, radio, television and debate, 19 In
another study training in discussion, oral reading and cinema
were also recommended.20 As a rule the speech curriculum in s
teacher training college is established by the department in
that school. The school will use as a guide the state require-
ments for certification. On the other hand from a study pub-
lished in 1949 it is shown that there were 68. 18$ of the state
departments of education that did not require speech proficiency
in order that a teacher be certified to teach speech. 21 And so
it appears that the individual person who wishes to be throughly
trained to teach speech will want to give serious consideration
to planning his college career. Since 1949 the Speech Associ-
ation of America has made the recommendation that a standard
13Karl Wallace* "The Field of Speech, 1955t An Overview."
Quarterly Journal of Speech. (April 1954) 40:117.
19Waldo W. Ertden. Speech Methods and Resources , pp. 3-4.
20speech Association of America. uarterl Journal of
Speeoh. (October 1951) 37 t 547 -568. —
^1Maxine M. Trauernicht. "The Training of High School
Teachers of Speech." Speech Teacher
. (January 1962) It 56.
for state requirements for the speech teacher be enforced. 22
In looking ahead during the time of college training the
speech teacher should understand that when he teaches he can-
not groom just one or two tslented students in his class, if he
is to build his program to help all students.23 This problem
is discussed more throughly in the section concerning the speech
student* From the past we do know this has been a criticism of
the speech program in the high school* Professor Baird suggests
there is a tendency to favor a few and gives the following
reasons*
••••partly because we love to teach genuises; partly
because our time is limited; partly because the adminis-
trators want quick results; partly because we have not
fully accepted our philosophy of speech for all. partly
because we have not quite known how to diagnose and build
a program for the submerged fifty or seventy-five per-
cent.2*
The secondary speech teacher* who has had wide training
in speech and who has integrity and vision* will want above all
else to teach speech well and will want his students to develop
according to their abilities *25 The teacher must be able to
offer the student practical lifetime benefits*2^ In an exper-
iment in speech for the secondary school Gladys L* Borchers
22Speech Association of America* Quarterly Journal of
Speech* op* cit* p* 358* —
-~
23Florence Roll* "Hindrances to the Teaching of Speech in
the Secondary School* " Quarterly Journal of Speech* (February
1945) Cli97. fc —
2<
*Baird. 0£. cit. p. 548*
25Roll* o£. cit* p. 89.
26irene E. Mehlhouse* "An Appraisal of High School Speech."
Quarterly Journal of Speech
. (February 1946) 22i80.
10
concluded there le e recent surge of interest in better teaching
27
methods within the field of speech* Not all authorities in
the field may agree with the conclusions found in her study*
On the other hand this study is encouraging to the secondary
teacher who desires to develop a valuable program*
In post-war America there was a new concern in relationship
to the training of the speech teacher and training in speech
for all teachers* A study conducted by Harold Lillywhite gives
indication that among secondary administrators the theory of
speech training for all teachers as a necessity for effective
teaching gained wide acceptance* In addition to this the study
found that teachers in all areas considered their experiences
in public speaking* speech fundamentals and dramatics courses
as experiences they found to be most beneficial to them in
teacher training* The study revealed that administrators felt
that the oral discourse of all teachers should be free from
granxatical errors, speech defects and affectation*28 if leaders
in the educational field believe there is value in speech arts
training for all classroom teachers how much more important it
is that those who will major in speech be trained in all areas
connected with the speech field*
^Qladya L* Borchers. "An Experiment in High School Speech
Teaching." Quarterly Journal of Speech* (October 1946) 52 1573-384*
28Harold Lillywhite* "Speech Needs of Teachers." Quarterly
Journal of Speech* (December 1946) 21 i 496.
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This broad view of training not only encompasses all speech
go
area* but should also Include courses In the liberal arts* The
teacher of speech should possess knowledge that Is of the past
and current thinking In the areas of languages, sciences, history
and philosophy*
School Administration
The behavior of a speech teacher Is presumably, communi-
cative behavior* It must have a specific desired response* 30
For the teacher to be successful In a school It Is helpful for
all teachers, the principal and superintendent to have a prac-
tical background of information concerning the scope and phi-
losophy of the speech program*51 ne, in turn, must know what the
attitudes of the other members of a teaching staff might be
towards a speech program* It seems wise for the teacher in his
training to consider some of these attitudes as they will affect
his speech program* This part of his preparation will also
strengthen the growth of a flexible philosophy. The Speech
Department will need to fit its program into the curriculum
of the school* The speech work is part of the whole school
structure*
2gMildred P* Berry. "A Liberal Education for the Teachers
of Speech*" Quarterly Journal of Speech* (October 1946) 22t237.
SOpaul D* Holtsman* "Speech Criticism and Evaluation As
Communication*" Speech Teacher* (January 1960) 9il.
^llen Kaufman* "Meeting Speech Needs in the Public
Schoolat The Speech Program in a Teacher's College." Speech
Tescher. (January 1957) 6t40. ""*
"Karl Robinson* Teaching Speech In The Secondary School.
PP. 25-26* *
12
Ons situation a speech teacher may find in the school is
that in which the administrator considers Speech a "frill
course*" This principal may fail to see that speech development
is an important part of education for all students in order to
prepare them in communication for their present and future
living. If this is the thinking of the principal the speech
program in the school may be restricted to the talented student. 33
If this is a problem the speech teacher meets, it may well take
several years to change the meaning of speech in the school*
Another school of thought concerning speech is that where
the principal thinks speech can be taught in every class* In
any class where oral reports are given this may be thought of
as speech training.5* If such teaching does take place over
end beyond a regular speech class, excellent* It is, however,
a rare quality for an entire teaching staff to use aimiliar
standards and acceptable ones to a speech trained teacher and
even then for oral reports* Oral reports do not replace plat-
form speaking* On the other hand the speech teacher may want
to work with the staff in establishing an accepted form for all
classes to use for oral reports* This would be one service the
^Ibld. p* 27.
**£ fluids £2£ Speech. Dramatics. Radio and Television*
State of laSsouHT (1859) p* 15* "*
is
speech teacher could render for the whole echool and would help
to bring about a better understanding of speech among the other
teachers*
Other principals or superintendents may believe that speech
class is designed to plan and present projects for the purpose
of raising money for the school or other departments*56 it must
be understood that the budget is a concern of the administration
and the speech teacher should cooperate in suoh natters. However
the speech teacher will not want this to be the purpose of his
program. A student who feels he must always be selling tickets
because he is in speech class will soon be discouraged in his
personal purpose of speech training.
Some administrators may consider the value of speeeh training
to be competitive in nature and because of this will push speech
activities centered around contests and tournaments.S® The
speech teacher who does not take an Interest in contests and
tournaments will miss a valuable experience, but once again this
cannot be the sole purpose of speech. It is wrong to focus
primary attention on thoee students to be used in contests at
the expense of other students who have as great a need for
training. Such practice is indefensible educationally. 57
36Robinaon. loc. cit.
36ibid.
Owen H. Peterson. "Directing the Extracurricular
Forensic Program. M Speech Methods and Resources , p. 242.
14
A final possible school situation, and one which is con*
eidered undesirable* is one where the speech teacher finds the
speech program has been combined with English. 38 This is not
an unusual practice and not completely antithetical to a program
of good speech training* As mentioned earlier In this paper
Borcher's experiment in high school teaching pointed out several
facta concerning the teaching of speech today. Here it is well
to mention that this study suggests that English is a skill and
speech is a skill. Therefore, they should b© two separate
courses In the curriculum. 39 At the same time the efficient
speech teacher will teach correct English in his class along
with teaching speech skills and the English teacher certainly
should teach proper oral usage in his class. Mills also wrote
that speech is a skill to be taught as a separate course. 40
The speech teacher will find encouragement in the study
prepared by Pierre Tracy, a high school principal.41 He
expresses gratitude to the speech teachers of the nation and,
at the same time, made very definite recostaendations to aid
the speech programs in the secondary school.
58Robinson. 0£. clt. p. 29.
^Borchers. Quarterly Journal of Speech, loc . cit.
40Glen Mills. "Seoch in a Communication Course."
(.Quarterly Journal of Speech. (February 1947) S3 s 40-45.
_ .
J*£ierre Tracy. "The Role of Speech in the Secondary
School." Bulletin of toe national Association of Secondary
School Principals
. TROT) 3tS4. ———- — *
15
Professional Speech Teacher
The tranaition from college training lato the classroom
teaching experiences requlrea the teacher to constantly search
for new material, new ideaa, new goals and renewed Inspiration.42
Bs will want to become a teaching artist as well as a performing
artiat.45 It la apparent then that in the ideal situation the
classroom teacher of apeech will orally communicate his thoughts
and ideas and if the necessity should arise, he will also per-
form*
This performance ahould lead the teacher into consideration
of himself in a role as a member of a profession. Speech work
is one that reaches out into all areas of living and phasos of
life. The speech teacher's obligation does not end in the
school. The college training and the teaching in a school
should be a foundation for what the teacher can contribute to
hia speech profession. His support must be given to a large
number of men and women* Such organizations aa the Speech
Association of America, the Educational Theatre Association,
the National Education Association and the American Council on
Education—all need the participation of the teacher.44 The
teacher of speech must be concerned with the future developments
in the area of the toaching of apeech. Friederich and Wilcox
^Reid. oj>. cit. pp. 339-349.
43Ilaberman. loc. cit .
^Reid. og. cit . pp. 376-379.
16
expressed the possibilities of change when they wrote the
following*
Each year it becomes increasingly diffieult for a
teacher to adjust himself to a situation that, like
mercury poured on a pane of glass, refuses to "stay-put"
and expands itself in all directions simultaneously;
entails endless ramifications, both in and out of class,
and clings to traditional thinking on one hand, while it
advances arecariously into the experimental wit& the
other.46
As the teacher expects his student to strive for self-improve-
ment so must the teacher travel the same road of decision*
Both the student and teacher face a very complicated society
of modern times. 46
The author of this paper believes the speech teacher can
be one of the most effective staff members of a school* It
is amazing how willing students, reluctant teachers and dubious
administrators will come to depend on the leadership of the
speech teacher* The writer encourages any teacher to remain
teachable* The dally experiences in the classroom, the asso-
ciation with staff members, student, parents and other members
of the community can be enriching if the teacher will be alert
In his opportunities* Also the writer suggests that the speech
teacher not expect the school situation to be free of problems
45Willard J, Friederich and Ruth A* Wilcox* Teaching
Speech in Hl/th Schools * p* v.
^Waldo w. Braden and others* Speech Methods and
Resources* pp* 7-8*
17
concerning the speech program. There la always the possibility
that things will not always be as the teacher dreams them to be.
There will always be the possibility that all students will not
develop as the toacher desires. On the other hand there will
always be students who need what the teacher of speech can offer
to them. It may appear that the speech teacher will find out
two or three years later what the speech work had done for a
student. Along with this thought, the author would suggest that
the speech teacher make an effort to keep in touch with his stu-
dents after graduation. Several times in this teacher's twelve
years of public school teaching there wore days of discouragement
when the mail would bring a letter, from a former student, con-
taining remarks of appreciation for instruction or activities in
which that student participated. It is left to the teacher of
speech to make himself and his work valuable in the live of those
with whom he works.
The author would also suggest that the teacher not be
afraid to allow his students to evaluate the class from time to
time. A suggested form for this can be found In the appendix
of this paper. Student evaluation of the class will help make
the teacher stay vigorous and alert. Finally, the author would
encourage the teacher to show strength and conviction in his
teaching. The freedom of speech is one of our most treasured
possessions. People who are not in educational work are looking
to the educator to maul and renew the many fibers of democratic
thinking that have been cut and are still threatened by another
ideology, America will be what Americana are willing that it
be.
Teaching today la not a task for timorous or feeble
souls; nor for the complacent and uncertain* It requires
Americana whose faith in democracy does not waver or
falter because they know where of they speak and are
convinced that the values they defend are eternally right
and true.47 w
"
The day of the groat orators may be recorded in history but the
days for the effoctive speaker are ever present and the able
speech teacher is needed.
"John W. Studebaker. Congressional Record. 80th Compress.2nd session. (March 20, 1948) pp. 5505-35 . ^^
'
THE SECONDARY SPEECH STUDENT
The teacher who has been trained to teach speech will
find In the classroom the opportunity to apply everything he
has learned. It may take time to develop the ideal program of
speech* The time in the future will be used in developing the
student from a talkative youth into a young speaker*
The speech teacher in the classroom knows and understands
he will deal with people in his work* He will work with the
masses* but his concern must be with the individual* William
Lyon Phelps* English professor at Yale* once wrote* "The actual
teaching in a school is the least of the teacher's difficulties*
The central problem is that of understanding the students* M
The first step in understanding students is to accept their
individual abilities and personalities*
Student Capacities
Work in a speech class Is performed by Individuals with
differences of capacity* interest and application* 1 The dif-
ferences in capacity can be known to the teacher if he will
check I.Q. scores that are recorded on permanent records in the
school office* The I.Q. is one measurement of capacity* The
past grade record of the student will inform the teacher to
what measure the student has applied his capacity. As the
^-Loren Held* Teaching Speech* p* 263-266*
school year develops the teacher will become better acquainted
with the capacities of his students through conferences with
follow teachers* In the speech class the teacher will find great
extremes In capacity. 2 These differences of mental capacity
represent part of the task In understanding the student* Com-
bined with the I*Q« of the student* or his capacity* Is a great
amount of intellectual curiosity* Through observation this
degree of curiosity can be sensed in each student* 5 Individual
students will display this quality while others may be curious
but unwilling to speak out* As a rule the high school student
is very positive* frank and straightforward in his expression <
of opinions. 4 When these differences In students bring out
questions* the teacher must have the answer that will satisfy
the student*
Another difference in the student is that of interest*
There are various degrees of interest as well as degreed of
curiosity* Interest is sometimes referred to as an attitude*
The various attitudes of students can sometimes complicate
teaching*5 The attitudes of a student can be more noticeable
than the effects of their I*Q. differences* An attitude affects
2Ibld* p* 266*
5B* P. Elson and Alberta Peck* The Art of Speaking , p* 8*
^Karl F* Robinson* Toaching Speech In the Secondary
School* pp. 20-21*
SReid* lpc* cit*
21
the student in hie entire relationship in the speech class*
Such matters as personal appearance* class contributions, his
effort in completing assignments and his responses to other
students are affected* "The able speaker must have a good
attitude towards himself, his audiences and his subject natter."
As the student enters class he has interests, attitudes and
habits which have developed through his life and he will likely
have affectionate attachments to these qualities*7
The degree of interest in the student nay not be identi-
fiable the first few weeks of school* Students who may appear
unresponsive and indifferent are not always uninterested* 8 The
teacher must conduct such a program that there will be a response
from all of his students and not just a few* Some students may
appear listless and inattentive, yet if the teacher finds a
a way to arouse a response from these students he will find the
student will get what he wants out of the class*9 The teacher
should remember he is competing with various interests of the
student and this includes all activities in and out of school* 10
On the other hand the speech teacher will find he has a fair
6Lew Sarett, William T* Foster and James H* HeBurney.
Speech ja nigh School Course * p. 24.
""^Harold H. Hogstrom. "Old Wine in Hew Bottles." Speech
Teacher* (September 1061) 10 t 195*
SReid* 0£* cit. p* 868.
9Mardel Ooilvie. Teaching Speech in toe Hlpfr School.
p* 33*
"* ~HCS
10Karl Robinson. Teaching Speech in the Secondary School ,
p. GO*
""*"* •"""
22
chance to capture the Interest of most of the students, most
of the tine.H
The problem of application and Industry of the student Is
related to Interest. Application of the student is not only
* result of capacity and interest, but a direct result of the '
energy of the student. 12 This energy supply will show in tfce
quality and quanity of work obtained from the individual stu-
dents* All students will not have the same amount of energy
Just as adults do not have the same measure of energy* A stu-
dent will find any work difficult if the work requires more
then his physical and mental energy can support. 3-3 on the
secondary level it is wise for the teacher to keep in MMf that
the students in his class are involved In many activities and
the hour of the day in which they are in speech class may make
a difference In the supply of the student's energy.
Student Personality
The student as a person must be considered by the teacher,
teacher of speech will want his students to possess such '
assets as good will toward their fellownen, honesty, kindness,
sincerity, tact, a pleasant voice and acceptable diction. 14
All of these qualities may not be present as the student enters
Hfield. op. cit . p. 269.
12Reid. loc'cYt.
lgIbid. p. 270.
*40gilvle. 0£. cit . p. 4.
23
the class* The work in the program oan help the student to be
re-educated in these personal qualities*
From the writings of Quintillan we learn he suggests a
program of education for the complete training of the speaker*
Since an orator* then is a good nan, and a good man
cannot be conceived to exist without virtuous inclinations,
and virtue, though it receives certain impulses from
nature* requires notwithstanding to be brought to maturity
by instruction, the orator must above all things study
morality, and must obtain a thorough knowledge of all that
is just and honorable, without which no one can either be
a good man or an able speaker*16
A more recent study verifying the Importance of the personality
traits was published by a committee of the North Central Asso-
ciation* In this report was stressed the need of the student
in speech to have understanding, respect, tolerance and sympa-
thy* 16 The speech teacher may find these traits very responsive
towards directed leadership* If personalities are trained pro-
perly, it is a good step in bringing the students to a common
ground of purpose* It is good that the students think about
their own personalities* In speech class this is a subject that
must be treated with diplomacy* It is suggested that the unit
be part of a speech student* s work for the following reasons*
The student will learn something about himself* The
Student will learn about other people* Learning about Lim-
soli' and others in class will improve his relations with
people, out nicle of class ':o knows. IV
^Quintillan. Institutes o£ Oratory
. 12iii, I.
16north Central Association* BA Program of Speech
Education, Quarterly Journal of Speech* (October 1951) 27 t550.
IVHarlen Martin Adorns and Thomas C. "ollock. Speak XJjgl
P« 13*
24
The differences in students emphasizes the need for the teacher
of speech to conduct a student-centered program. *8 To develop
abilities effectively or to develop students who lack ability,
the teacher oust use tested theories and past experiences as a
guide* The content of the class must bo made up of principles
which the student can use to govern his acts of speaking and his
reactions to s eoch. The student must be offered knowledge that
* will help him meet the changing demands of a democratic society. 1 '
The secondary school deals with all adolescents since the """"
equality of opportunity for all Is the aim of American education.^
Harold Spsars in his book The High School Today discusses the
problem of the number of eligible high school aged young people
in America who are not enrolled In school* lie blames the modern
high school for this in respect to the fact that the school to-
day is selective from the economic point of view as well as from
the point of view of intelligence and aptitude for scholastic
achievement and that the modern high school is not always under-
standing of the student who is not high academic material or of
those who ore not too concerned with learning from books.2* This
criticism and the information concerning students in school and
out of school should make the speech teacher aware of the need
18ffaldo Braden. "Speech Science, and the Future." Speech
icher. (September 1961) 10 1188.
~
Plbld
.
20V;illard J. Priederich and Ruth A. Wilcox. Teaching Speech
In High Schools , p. 11.
—=»
t&iiarold Spears. The High School Today* pp. 27-28.
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for him to teach the class In such a way that the student who
will graduate and the one or two lho might not graduate will
find guidance for their skills in communication*22
William O'Connell writes that the speech teacher is needed
in dealing with individual differences for the present and the
future* Be also suggests that a high school student should not
be counseled about occupations, scholastic abilities, personal
problems and attitudes without first considering his assets and
liabilities in speech.23
Student Achievement
The student comes to class already able to speak* Few
people understand there is a difference between being able to
talk and that of being a speaker* The student in speech must
learn that effective speech centers around ideas of value* This
fact differentiates the act of a nan talking from that of a man
speaking*8* The speech law which states the speaker should have
something worthwhile to say, that he should say it and then stop,
Is a good one to stress with beginning students*25 Throughout
all training the student should be encouraged to strive for per-
fection in eaoh assignment*2**
22priederich and Wilcox* loo * clt*
2sWllliam O'Connell. "Speech Education for All American
Youth," MASSP Bulletin* (January 1948) p. 137.
^Donald K. Smith* "What Are the Comtempornry Trends in
Teaching Speech*" Speech Teacher * (March 1961) 10190-91.
28Delbert Moyer Staley. Psycholo,^ of the Spoken Word * p. 9,
26Alfrod Tack* How to Overcome Nervous Tension and Speak
Well in Public, p. 41."~ —— .
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In striving toward perfection the student of speech needs "~
to be awakened to his responsibility in speaking. He must learn
to stand on his own feet, use his own voice, his own brain* his
ideas* his body and his purposes*^ The student has responsibil-
ity in his own development and inprovenent and must be made to
see this through the guidance of the speech teacher* The teacher
nay find it difficult to teach the student that speech training
has relevance to the operations of a democratic society*23 Yet
our tines demand that scholarship furnish the best answer possi-
ble*29 The student can learn through acquired speech skills that
communication and speaking operate to create* sustain, weaken and
destroy civilizations* 50 VJhen the student realizes this power
In the spoken word he must find himself talking about subjects*
ideas* plans and facts that have value* 5* Once the student in
speech accepts the knowledge that as an individual he possesses
differences in capacity* interests and skills of application from
other individuals, he will find satisfaction within himself. The
student who finds he can get somewhere with his thinking and
planning* will never be satisfied with topics such as "how to
change a flat tire." Though the students do have these differ-
27rredcrick W* Haberman. "Towards the Ideal Teacher of
Speech*" Speech Teacher
. (January 1961) 10 tS*
28Devid C. Tompkins. "The Great Historical Speech* The
Speech Student and the Speech Class." Speech Teacher. (January
1968) 11140. -*B 9
29Otis M. Walter* "On the Teaching of Speech as a Force
in Eastern Culture*" Speech Teacher* (January 1962) lltl*
30lbld *
olHocstrom, cu, cit. p* 195.
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encoa they have one cannon Idea when they come to a speech class
and that Is that they are unable to speak for a period of three
or four minutes before a, class* l(| Therefore when he does achieve
this ability, the confidence that becomes his cannot be measured
and in time the early manifested differences are soon over-
snaauwua*
The instructor in a speech class has another difference to
consider, that of teacliing the student of speech to think and
evaluate. It is hard to encourage students to think at the most
elementary level* To teach critical thinking is even more dif-
ficult*^
President Nathan M, Pusey of Harvard says,
••••the job of the schools is to educate free,
independent and vigorous minds, capable of anallsing events,
of exercising judgment, of distinguishing facts from pro-
paganda, and truth from half-truths and lies. 34
The student in speech can be trained for such thinking consonant
with his capacity* This training is part of the work the stu-
dent oust prepare for in the process of learning to present
ideas* This is research for knowledge* The goal of such activ-
ities is to guide the student in making knowledge a part of him-
self, 55 The study of speech leads to an accumulation of broad
knowledge* 36 In speech work there is the opportunity for the
gglbid , p* 196-197,
SSRobert o. Gunderson* "Teaching Critical Thinking* *
speech Teacher, (March ittal) 1$:?*2C*
York Tinea.* (November 10, 1903) p« 15*
LtfcU lOC . Cit«
3°Ibld, p. 39.""
student to cover many areas of thought* This being true the
teacher should Instruct the student in proper research methods.
The work should be a series of related subjects through which
the teacher can also instruct skills* This does not mean the
same content but topies that offer an internal structure which
leads the student in natural stages from tasks of little dif-
ficulty, through others of increasing difficulty and finally to
those of great difficulty* Each task completed adds to the
knowledge, ability in thinking and skills of the student. 57 Such
experiences will also give the student training that through his
life can bring him personal Joy and security* ••
As the student learns methods of research he not only will
add to his knowledge, but he will learn to recognise the differ-
ence between fact and opinions, prejudices and convictions; and
he will be able to analyze this type of content in the presenta-
tions of other students and teachers* s9 To analyze content will
lead the student to develop his skills in listening* One method
the student may use is as follows!
LISTENINO PROCESS
Recognition: Interpretation: Evaluation:
Bearing Translation of weighing ldeas-for
Paying attention sounds their worth
to, and into ideas
(3) Recognizing
speech sound
(2)
^Hogstrom* 0£. clt* p* 196*
33Qrace Barnes and Mary J* Sutcliffe* On Stage Everyone* p* v*
s9Elson and Peck* ojp* cit , p. 6*
4 Ibid, p. 67*
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At thie point in the student* a instruction the teacher has the
opportunity to know whether the student is increasing his capacity,
showing definite attitudes that are constructive in nature and
whether the student is applying his energies for his self*
Improvement* The student can be called the speaking-listening
man.*1 The student at this point will help himself for the
present and the future because he will realize that no speaking
can be effective unless someone is listening.42 At this stage
of learning the student should also be able to understand how
the cottaonication of ideas and man's ability to interpret ideas,
is a tool for the preservation of his society*45 As the student
is a member of the democratic society, his speech training should
offer skills that will allow him to take an active part in the
living world around him. <~
The author of this paper thinks a sincere effort should
be made by the speech teacher to work with Individual differences*
After twelve years of teaching on the secondary level in two
separate school systems within the same state, this writer knows
of differences placed on the value of speech training* From
conferences and conversations with speech teachers from this
state, it was learned that different techniques are used in
41carroll C* Arnold. "The Nature of the Speaking-Listening
*•»•" Today's Speech* (September 1960) 3 1 £3-25.
^Adams and Pollock. 0£. cit . p* 7*
*3walter, loc. cit*
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dealing with Individual differences. The author has found the
following to be most helpful*
An individual file folder should be kept on each student.
The folder will aid the teacher In conferences with students*
parents and other interested staff members of the school. By
all means these folders should not be shared between or among
the students. In these folders such information as here sug-
gested may be kepts
(1) The first week of school prepare a duplicated form
for each student. Pacts concerning the student should be asked
for on this sheet. Nome* address, phone number* parent* s name*
classification of the student, out-side-of-school responsibilities,
hobbies and other interests. Also the teacher might want to ask
the student to explain in a brief paragraph his reason for en-
rolling in speech and also for a listing of any past experiences
that were speech In nature. (2) Keep in the file a copy of any
written critique that is given concerning any presentation of
the student* s work. This allows the teacher the opportunity to
keep a record of progress since previous critiques were prepared.
(S) Seep a check sheet as an accurate record of all assignments
completed by the student. It is not necessary to record the
grades given for the assignments. (4) A record of all group
work done by the student should be kept. This is important. It
is better if the students do not work in groups with the some
students each assignment. Also it is good to have students of
different abilities to work together from time to time. (5)
Complete copies of teats taken can alao be kept In the file. This
would include subject matter testa or any test given through the
guidance office for a guide in individual differences. This does
not mean I.Q. tests, but aptitude test, interest testa and others.
The teacher can plan his own file system but it is impor-
tant that the students realize the teacher does keep accurate
records. Keeping files encourages the student to believe that
the teacher is really interested in him as a person and the
writer has found thst this file system can act as a strong moti-
vation in the student's desire to improve.
As part of the work with students the teacher should alao
inform his classes that they can come in for conferences. If
time allows, it la good to have a private conference with each
student sometime during the first semester. This may be done
before school or after school or even during class time if the
facilities of the room permit such an opportunity.
The author reconraends that there should be time in class
for initial preparation on all assignnents. Before the assign-
ment is due there should also be time for questions. No factor
will lessen class participation in speech any faster then vague-
ness of assignments and purpoaes of assignments. Class morale
is better if students know why they are doing the type of work
assigned. The making of assignments and the presentation of
students should never be interrupted by the class bell.
In working with individual differences today in the high
school, the writer suggests there is no time for "busy work.*
Each activity must advance the class. The teacher oust know
where he wants the class to go and how It will go* This comes
by careful evaluation of everything done in class*
Additional research reading will, be found in the complete
bibliography and the appendix contains additional suggestions*
which can be used in the development of a speech program* This
writer has found it necessary to look constantly for new ideas
and new materials to keep the speech student interested in the
speech program* The materials in the appendix are o result of
twelve years of classroom activities which have been used in
working with high school speech students* It will be noted
that many of these are a combination of the teacher's experi-
ences and others that have been worked out In student-planning
groups* In the following chapter concerning the s.eoch class
some of these activities will be included*
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THE SECOHDARY SFKBCfi CLASS
The secondary speech class should be a center of activity*
This should include class projects and other activities that
are connected with the speech department* The speech teacher
rarely finds an ideal program "set-up* when he begins his work
as a teacher of speech* The program he will create for the
speech class is what will change the room into a living speech
situation*
Speech is an academic discipline*
1 As a discipline the
teaching of speeeh een claim a longer existence than many of the
other subjects taught In the school curriculum*2 A disciplined
situation is one in which there are rules or laws governing the
work conducted under that discipline* In speech work we may
think of such rules or laws as ethics* These rules should follow
a definition of ethics which is that of moral principles, quality
and practice* 5 Applying principles* quality and good practice
it Is found that there are six variables of the speech situation*
These variables aret the participants, the purposes of speaking,
the ideas* the pattern of ideaa, the social climate and the
physical environments*4
•"•Donald K* Smith* "what Are the Comteraporary Trends in
Teaching Speech*" Speech Teacher* (March 1961) 10i89*
Swalden W* Braden and others* Speech Methods and
Resources * p* 2*
TEhatatOft n»n^" fc" Dictionary* Wfm Edition, 1958. p. 545.
*Merdcl Ogilvie. Teaching Speech in the Ill-^h School* p* 20*
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The participants in a speech class, as discussed earlier
in this paper are the teacher and his students* Just as it is
found that philosophies and training of teachers will vary, so
will the organization of the speech class vary.
The control of students relies on the teacherj however,
the control of speech curriculum is under the direction and
control of the administration of the school.5 It is best for
the new speech teacher to honor the curriculum as set up and
later ask to make changes in the program with the guidance and
cooperation of the principal and superintendent* In this manner
the teacher offers leadership with purpose*
The student in the class Is affected by the leadership
of the teacher, the content of the subject matter and the social
climate and physical environment of the room. The social climate
of the speech class has a strong bearing on the responses made
by the student, both In the work of the class and in the out of
class activities* The facilities and equipment in the class
room are part of the social climate and the physical environment*
These two factors should aid in the instructional program but
the lack of such should not determine the quality of instruction* 6
As the speech program progresses the teacher can improve the
facilities of his room*7 Students also are capable and willing
to help in this respect* In one school, the debate squad met at
5Ibid* p. 27*
6Karl Robinson. Teaching Speech in the Secondary School.
P* 56*
*"
7Ibld* p. 57.
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a student's hone and by using old lumber and orange crates, built
several speaker stands and a strong bock case and file shelf to
use during debate preparation* Prom the same school the students
In the dramatics class wont through the attics in their homes
and the old family trunks to secure useable clothing for costumes.
Students in one first year clasa cooperated and built a complete
sound board for the radio productions* There was very little,
if any, expense for those projects} therefore, the class budget
was not affected* For improvement of facilities all it takes
Is Imagination, planning and effort*
There are a number of organizations and eompanies that
will supply free materials for use in a speech class*3 The speech
teacher will find the Office of Education, Washington, D* c.
willing to supply many publications for the use of students In
the speech class.
'
The individual student has many resources
at his disposal in preparation for his work* The school library,
publications found In his own home, his personal experiences and
travels—all support a student* s access of materials to help him. 10
The speech teacher is fortunate when he is given the time
and opportunity to *ehape" the place and equipment he Is to use
in his teaching* 11 This opportunity will help Measure the ability
„ *. ,
8
JlOT£nc6. M* Santiago. Inexpensive or Free ilaterialsUseful for Teaching Speech
. (U59J. —
—
9Loren Raid. Teaching Speech* p. 403*
10Harold R. Hogstrom. "Old Wine in New Bottles." Speech
~* (September 1961) 10tl97* ""^
Braden* ojd. clt. p. 9.
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In leadership of the teacher. She able teacher Is one who can
Inspire students to do more for their class than just daily
asslgnment s •
The students are affected in the speech class by the
methods that are applied in using the squipment and facilities
of the room. The bulletin board can be a very forceful teaching
aid if properly used* It is best that the teacher set-up the
standards for the bulletin board displays but to allow the
students to fulfill these standards* The following suggestions
are offered concerning the use of the speech class bulletin
boards
1* Current items I excerpts from speeches* comments
about actors, reviews of plays* reports of spoech con-
ventions* statements about famous speakers* designs of
costumes* photographs of stage settings, and drawings
of the speech mechanism*
2* Conflicting opinions i differing reviews of a
play* different interpretations of a speech, contrasting
opinions of the effectiveness of a television program*
opposing points of view in a debate*
3* Contrasts of past with presents photographs
showing the theater in Greece and the theater of todays
gestures of a hundred years ago and those of today*
4* Special dayss pictures* documents* reports of
speeches, and other materials related to holidays and
anniversaries*
5* Cartoons and comics s caricatures of long-
winded after-dinner speakers* pompous actors* or
overenthusiastic television announcers*
6* Outstanding works outlines, visual aids,
photographs and designs*
7* Announcements, assignments, and agendas detailed
Information about class or club organisations, debate
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schedules, coming plays or films, or class respon-
sibilities.^
For the speech room it is recommended that basic equipment
should Include a tope-recorder and tapes, a record player, a
platform, a lectern and chairs that can be moved into place for
group activities*xo If such equipment is not found In the
speech room the teacher should plan with the administration in
securing such equipment* In the modern high school it is a
rare thing to find such basic equipment missing! however, the
teacher should contemplate the possibility.
The speech class should have Its own library* In the
library should be books dealing with speech, general reference
books, Vital Speeches, Today* s Speech, debate and discussion
guides, a daily newspaper, sevoral dictionaries, several good
English literature and grammar texts and other books dealing
with speech history and theory* Books of poetry and readings
are also good* There should be several books concerning
literary criticism*
. If the room la also used for dramatics,
books concerning set-construction, set-design, stage lighting,
costumes, techniques in acting and theatre history are needed*
In the classroom library recordings of good sound music and
sound effects are very useful* 14 These facilities for a class
•^^wesley Wiksell. "Making Effective Use of Audio-Visual
Aids in Teaching Speech* " Speech Methods and Resources , p. 483.
1S£ °--4dg for Speech^ Dramatics , Radio and Television*
Department of Educa tion, State of MissourTT"(lS59TJ
14Qretha J# whitworth* "Speech in Amorillo High School*"
Speech Teacher* (November 1957) 6t208.
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library may take several years to accumulate* however, It Is
a worth while goal for the teacher to plan to achieve such
facilities. Students enjoy working in • class where there are
materials to use* The school library should be used by the
speech students. Careful instruction in the use of the library
should be a part of the speech class training.
The social climate of the speech class must be friendly
in nature* applying constructive attitudes and careful planning,
A« • result of such climate the student will learn to experience
face-to-face discussion with cross-examination opportunities. 15
Proper development of the social climate and the physical
environment of the speech room tends to encourage acceptance by
students of their responsibilities in connection with their
training.
The author recomuends that an effort be made to make the
speech program so interesting and so personal for the student,
that the student will look forward to coming into the speech
class each day. There are many activities and projects that can
be done in a speech class which will keep the students alert.
It is possible that the speech class will be the most unique and
most progressive class in the curriculum. This goal will fcwke
a dedicated teacher and an interested administration. The day
that a speech class becomes dull to a teacher, he will know the
class has lost its interest and value to the student.
*°Robert 0. Gunderson, "Teaching Critical Thinking." Speech
Teacher. (March 1961) lOt 102-105.
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A HISTORY OP A THREE YKAI? SPEECH ARTS PROGRAM
The history of the three yenr speech program of a Missouri
high school recorded in this paper covers a six-year period* This
program of speeoh arts training evolved from one class of speech
which had been in existence until 1956* The enrollment in this
one speech class had averaged eighteen to twenty students* The
all school average enrollment totaled three hundred students* The
author accepted a position in this school in September 1956* at
which time there were three Speech I classes with a total enroll-
ment of seventy-eight students* A class of Speech XI was formed
with an enrollment of seven students*
The First Year of the Program
At the time of pre-enrollment in 1956* the administration
had -one well in encouraging students to enroll for the newly
formed speech classes* There was a great amount of personal
enthusiasm towards the planned speech program among the students
and the administration* Also at the time of pre-enrollment, a
guidance director was of help in the enrollment of students and
It is interesting to know this director formerly was a speech
teacher in the state of Arkansas* This spirit of interest and
cooperation has been retained during the six-year period in
developing the speech program with which this history is concerned*
Kviden e of this will be noted as the writer discusses the program*
The Previous Speech Program
A clarification of the speech situation prior to the fall
of 1956 may be summed up by the following information concerning
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the Speech II class of the new program. The seven students had
experienced training In the one class the previous year. It was
found that the interest of the seven students varied. At the
first of the school year one student, a senior boy, stated he
enrolled for Speech II because the class the year before had been
a "snap-course." Two other students, both seniors, answered the
interest question by telling of their personal Interest in acting.
A fourth student told he wanted to do radio work. The three other
students revealed they had no special Interest in any speech
training} they Just signed up for the class. The enthusiasm
mentioned did not show among the Speoeh II students.
After several days of class, the writer introduced the
*
first unit of work which was the teaching of fundamentals. These
skills were as foreign to the seven students as if they had had
no training at all. The author decided work for this group had
to be the same as with a first year s*o«P» It came out during
this unit that the seven students had done nothing but read plays
and skits j they had prepared a few pantomimes, recited various
selections of poetry and participated in several panel discus-
sions. In the class the previous year these students had pre-
pared one assignment which required them to prepare a three-
minute, organised speech. After learning these facts it was
easy to understand why the seven students found fundamentals
strange requirements in learning how to become a speaker with
skill.
Six of the students In Speech II responded well to the
new philosophy of speech training and by the third quarter, these
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six students were presenting work which they should have been
sble to do at the beginning of that year. The seventh student
had a very poor attendance record and did not make the progress
which the teacher desired*
During the first three quarters, the author adjusted the
class content to include work in the two areas in which the
students had expressed interest. This was a task that held
several problems. For example, the students Interested in
acting had poor articulation habits, lacked ability in the inter-
pretation of literature and were without platform poise. The
young man interested in radio had little respect for a microphone
and he was careless with other equipment. He lacked technique
in breath control and had a very poor vocabulary. His idea of a
radio artist was a local dlsc-Jockoy* The student who wanted a
•snap-course" complained of every activity but did the work as
instructed. The other students cooperated and attempted any
assignment given. To correct such deep rooted habits is never
an easy task but the end results were enjoyable. Once the seven
students found they could not accomplish anything worthwhile with-
out work, applied skills and cooperation, they made pro -ress.
A Follow-Up Study. A study of these seven students revealed
that the one boy had entered the Pasadena Playhouse after high
school. At last report this student wrote he had been in two
movies in Hollywood and in both he had had a speaking part. The
girl who was Interested in acting had taken part in several
summer theatre groups in the area. Two of the girls who had
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expressed no particular Interest in speech training entered
college and are now teaching on the elementary level. She young
»an who wanted a snap-course is presently working towards a law
degree* The other students have married and did not continue in
higher educational experiences*
A Hew Realisetion for the Pro-am* Prior to this position,
this writer had taught speech in a school system that did not
give full credit for speech courses. In this system, no out-
side -of-class homework was allowed to be assigned* This experi-
ence of seven years and the situation of the seven students who
had been In the Speech II class, gave this writer a new reali-
sation that If the program was to grow, the first year speech
program must be worthwhile for the students*
Several conferences took place between the principal and
the author} it was decided that equipment should be purchased*
A lectern, a tape-recorder, ten new tapes, several sound records,
a four-drawer file cabinet and several hundred folders were
bought* In addition to this equipment, a class-room budget was
set-up for the purchase of radio plays, one-act ylays and refer-
ence materials pertaining to speech content* The school librar-
ian helped in developing this new program by preparing files on
current subjects and famous speakers* She placed these files in
a cabinet in a store room and the speech students were allowed to
use this material as they desired* Other class activities used
in the Speech I program may be found in the appendix of this
paper.
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Purpose for Speech I Training
the primary goal of the Speech I training was to awaken the
atudenta to their peraonal needs In the akilla of communication*
Seventyeight atudenta were to experience lnatructlon that had
not been offered to them before In any class. The teacher
accepted the challenge to offer a rograa of quality to meet etu-
dent needs of that time and the needs of atudenta who would yet
experience speech training*
Individual Differences . The student' a Importance took on
a new perapectlve for the a eeoh teacher. Thla realization
motivated the writer to establish an Individual file system
previously mentioned In this paper* To learn to know atudenta
as individuals with their differences takea effort; it just doea
not happen* Once this system was developed in the mind of the
author* it was easy to uae* It waa learned that a too compli-
cated aye tern would take all the time for book-work on the part
of the teacher* Thla of course was not desirable* Once again*
conferencea were held with the principal and the guidance director*
These colleaguea aided this writer in deciding how far the apeech
teacher should work to aid Individual students* The principal
made It very clear that no teacher can afford to get himself
emotionally involved with the many problems that young people
experience and bring into the classroom with them* It la better
to present a program that will take problems from the minds of
atudenta for a class period* rather then to emphasise or magnify
the problems. Therefore, the individual file used In this speech
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program is oentered around the student's work, his interests, hla
activities, his skills, his personal improvements in techniques
and other pertinent information* The file wts planned in such
a way that the students could take the file and understand the
content and its relationship to them as a person learning to
become a speaker*
The First Unit* The Speech I students started the year
by becoming bettor acquainted with each other. It was amasing
to find atudenta who had been In classes together for several
years and yet they co Id not cull other atudenta by their names*
Even on a high school level, learning names and other information
concerning each student, can be a profitable exercise*
Class Organisation* After the "Know Your Neighbor unit
was completed, the Speech I classes were organised* The reason
for this activity was to give students the opportunity to ahare
in the management of the class* The students appreciated the
fact that class started on time* The chairman of the class would
call the class to order while the teacher checked roll* Students
took turns in jiving a thought for the day* Five minutes of time
wns given lor open class discussion of the thought of the day,
giving students the opportunity to express their ideas as to the
Manning and applications of the various thou hts presented by
the students* This was not busy work* In a matter of daya, the
students volunteered their ideas* Once in a while an active
disagreement took place* These dissuasions led the atudenta to
relax with each other and when the tine for individual assign-
ments to be presented arrived, the atmosphere of the class waa
friendly end aided in building confidence in the students.
Another reason for using the class organization method was
to teach parliamentary procedure. It was not necessary to devote
a complete unit for this training, Every two weeks the class
conducted a business meeting. The content of the meeting was
based on the activities of the speech work and other school
activities* such as assemblies , music programs and athletic events,
Thirty minutes were allotted for the meeting if needed, and for
the remaining part of the hour the teacher explained parliamentary
procedure and laws. Officers were changed each grade card period
and not student could be re-elected. It was interesting to
observe students who might never be elected to office in other
school situations, because they lacked popularity, take office
and fulfill their responsibilities seriously.
Departmental Cooperation, Every three weeks, the officers
from the three Speech I classes would meet together before school
and discuss the various work in their own classes, This helped
greatly in keeping the class work together. At each class
meeting, a report of the officers meeting would be given. This
led to another interesting situation. As the various officers
talked of their own class, they seemed to take great pride In
reporting the progress of their class. If they could report
there had been one-hundred per cent participation in en assign*
ment they appeared to be very pleased, This apirit carried into
all of tfoe Speech I classes and a competitive attitude developed.
This is illustrative of the enthusiasm that has been mentioned.
Lzation of Assignments * The students presented
several two minute talks after whioh detailed study of speech
organisation was introduced* The various ty.es of activities
which are possible in speech class v/ore taught and basic funda-
mentals of communication were given* To give the students exer-
cises which would allow them to work towards self-Improvement in
these skills* the following method was used:
Pour assignments were given* A humorous talk* a short
poem, a brief biography and a three minute speech which was to
arouse an anger response from the audience* were assigned* A
daily calendar was set up for the entire quarter* Each student
was allowed to select the date* with the exception of Monday of
each week, on which he wished to present each of the four assign-
ments* Monday wes used by the teacher to review the work of the
previous week and to instruct standards expected from the work
of the new week* It was understood that if a student did not
have his assignment, it was up to him to get a student to take
the time assigned* If the student missed the date completely,
unless by an excused absence* he could not make the assignament
up during class time* This system worked well* It kept the
daily class content from becoming monotonous, subject matter wise,
and put the student »s responsibility of being dependable, entirely
on his planning and preparation* A two minute critique time
followed eaoh student* s work and a record was kept on his Indi-
vidual check sheet*
Student Self-Evaluation* At the end of the first quarter,
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most of the Speech I students felt at ease before their own group*
Students began to understand their own abilities and skills and
knew what skills were undeveloped. The need of complete prepa-
ration took on a new aspect In meaning for the individual students.
A new appreciation of knowledge seemed to be the main accomplish-
ment for the classes as a group* Since students had Decent aware
of these qualities in communication, a unit that would allow the
students to think of their personal importance in their ability
to communicate was Introduced* An evaluation form was used which
included personality traits and how they alfect the communioative
abilities of people*
This work is exciting and profitable* It was desired that
the student evaluate himself and decide how he could Improve him-
self and his responsibilities as a speaker* A simple plan was
used i
Several books were placed on reserve in the library* One
book was, Endicott*B One. laindred Lessons In Guidance . The book,
Personal Adjustment, by Landls and Landis was also placed In the
library* The librarian selected other books and brochures on
student personality and plaoed them on reserve* The students
were encouraged to use those books. If the student desired, he
was told to make an appointment with the school guidance director
or the teacher* The purpose for the conference was to handle
any personal problem that the student might not want to discuss
in class. During the class period, two days were devoted to
open class discussions concerning qualities of people that were
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thought desirable by the students* The first day contributions
by the students were slow but this was not true the second day.
The students were frank and outspoken in their ideas; however,
no names were ever mentioned* At times, one could tell the stu-
dents were talking about themselves or members of their families*
Some students sat and listened and while they did not contribute
to the discussions, their attention t?as good*
The third day, the students were asked to prepare a written
list of characteristics they did not appreciate in other people*
They did not sign their names to these papers* This was followed
by a list of qualities they felt they had as individuals which
other people might enjoy* The papers were not collected and no
additional mention was made of the lists other than that each
student was asked to compare his good points with those he
thought undesirable in other people* In time, the students
started to "let go* and show themselves at their best in their
assignments and in their relationships with the members of the
class* This writer is convinced that many small group discussions
of the unit were held outside of class* The reason for this
belief is that so many students did make appointments with the
guidance director and the teacher* During these conferences
remarks would be made which led this writer to the conclusion
that discussions had taken place*
After this evaluation the students seemed to set along
better in their group work* An understanding of learning to
"give and take" seemed apparent* Students responded more readily
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during critiques of their work. As for the teacher, a deep
appreciation was felt for the help of the principal In planning
the work concerned with the personality evaluation*
At this point* the writer would like to mention that this
unit as such, has not been used in the Speech I classes since
the first year* This decision cone about when the school adopted
a graded system for the student body* In all required classes,
ability grouping was arranged* Hany students resented this
projram* As a result of the grouping, Speech Z classes were
made up of students with a wide range of ability* Since there
was so much resentment among the students in reaction to the
grouping, calling attention to possible personality differences
no longer appeared to be practical* Personality traits are not
dealt with as a separate unit but are now included in general
skills and techniques*
Listening Skills
The work at tills time became concerned with listening skills*
Included with this unit was instruction of research techniques
and the taking of accurate notes* Students who had now become
less aware of themselves were willing to devote more time and
effort to what they had to say in their various assignments* An
interesting unit was built around the differences of prejudice,
convictions, facts and opinions* The assignment given at this
time was a five minute speech on the general subject of what each
student thought was the most Important thing In the world*
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This assignment caused some students to do the first serious
thinking they had experienced. Others took the assignment in
stride while others become very emotional as they spoke* It
took three weeks to complete these speeches, after which the
students were asked to select the speech which had impressed
them the most and explain why they were impressed*
Listening for Ideas* One or two students wrote about thoir
own speeches* On the other hand* many fine reviews were turned
in with a great number of choices* The progress from this
assignment appeared to be in the direction of recognising
differences of ideas while finding value in these differences*
The students learned that it is what a person says that makes
the speeoh effective and not a display of fancy style* enhanced
with an extensive but uncommunicative vocabulary* Simplicity
and thought provoking materials of the various speeches were
appreciated by the students and they expressed their reactions
orally and on a written critique*
Argumentation* The expression of and the understanding of
ideas led into the unit of informal debate* There was no school
program for debate at this time} therefore* all debates took
place during class time* Many students found this to be their
most valuable training as was revealed through a survey taken
at the end of the unit* How the debate program developed since
that first year is discussed later in this history*
Drama Club
The new speech program started with throe Speech I classes
and one Speech II class* It was mentioned that the ofiicers from
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the various classes met and discussed the speech work and other
activities* These students decided to speck to the principal
concerning the organisation of 3ome type of speech arts club*
After several weeks of planning, in January 1957, fourty-five
students met after school and drew up a constitution for this
club. The organisation was named The Players*
Officers were elected and a prolan was plazined for the
remainder of the school year* It was decided to devote the club
to a dramatics study since there was no such class in the
curriculum* The membership was divided into three player groups*
Each group was assigned the production of a one-act play and each
group provided one other program for the club meetings* The
spirit of these students once again was shown* As a group they
voted to have some type of speech activity rehearsal to take place
each afternoon after school* They also secured permission from
the principal to meet as a club every other week rather than once
a month as most of the schools clubs met* At the end of the year
there were thirty-nine active, happy, chartered members working
in the club* Twenty-two of these membors wore students who would
return to school the next fall* During pre-enrollment in April,
the club officers went before the administration and requested
that a class in dramatics be put xnto the school program for the
next school year* The request was not granted at that time*
Radio Unit
The last quarter of the Speech I classes a unit in radio
work was introduced* The students recorded news-casts Individually,
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and by groups the students produced one-act radio plays* Such
plays aa Qreat Expectations, A Talc of Two Cities. Macbeth and
Loma floone were used, Threo recordings of each were made* Two
practice recordings and the third was to be the final grade for
the unit of work* Sound boarda were constructed by the tforee
cleases and arrangements were made to use a room away from the
regular classroom which was more sound proof • All recordings
were finished and the next four days were devoted to listening
to the final productions
*
Acting Awards * In connection with the one-act plays from
the drcma club and the radio productions, the drama club voted
tc present a trophy to the best actor and the boat actress of
the department* This project created a groat deal of interest
and the students were very devoted in their preparations* At
a special assembly called, Awards Day, the trophies were pre-
sented* Since that tine this award has been sponsored by the
club eaoh year*
Contest rlays * Prom the three plays presented at drama
club and from the radio play productions* the teacher selected
the two best players in each reaentation. These students were
cast in two different one-act plays that were to be presented
in two separate contests. One contest was among the conference
schools and the second contest was at the district speech
festival* Doth plays received a Superior rating and at the
district contest, one boy was selected for his Outstanding
acting* These competitive activities increased the interest
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In the drama club and In the speech classes* After this success
in the program, the principal announced there would be a dra-
matics class for the next school year*
Final Examinations
In the speech classes it was time to consider what each
student would prspare for a final examination, The Speech II
students were assigned a ten minute speech applying proper skills
and the purpose of arousing the audience to action. Speech I
students were told to prepare a five minute speech, using the
purpose "to inform. w Both assignments were to be of validated
content and each student was told to be able to defend any of
the material he presented in his speech. The class was given the
responsibility to cross-examine each speaker
«
These speeches were to be presented the last two weeks of
school. The day of Kay 20, 1967, had been designated for the
final exams to start. On this day there was not one student
absent from any of the speech classes. Little did the students
know that that day would be the last day they would be together
as a class. The school day went weOl and students stayed for
the after-schodl activities. At twilight a tornado swept tfce
entire community, destroying homes, buisness buildings and the
entire school plant. This writer and all students had left the
building shortly after five and by six-thirty the tragedy had
occurred.
The need to mention this dramatic occurrence is summed up
in the statement, "our lives were spared, out our program had
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to be reborn." There were so nany students effected by the
storm that May fiO, 1957 officially ended the school year*
Heedless to say, everything connected with the school pro-*
gram as far as facilities, equipment and raoet records, were
completely destroyed* This event brought the student body
closer together and the staff, administration and community
worlcod faithfully In order that school could start on time the
next fall. Material loss did not cause a let down in the spirit
and attitudes of those connected with the school.
The Second Year of the Program
In September of 1957, six hundred high school students
housed in a grade school building which had been constructed for
three-hundred grade school children* Tills building had not been
•O&pletely destroyed in the storm. iJany departments had to
limit their program for that school year, but the speech program
developed as had been planned.
There were four Speech X classes, one Speech XI class and
one dramatics class* Until the second week of acho-l there were
one-hundred and eighty-five students enrolled in the department.
Many class changes had to be made because of class size and
academic requirements* iftor all changes had been made the
department had one -hundred and forty-five students enrolled*
Hew Experiences* The second year of the pro ram in speech
developed along the same lines as the first year with the ex-
ception of the Speech II class and the dramatics class. A
second teacher was assigned to teach one class of Speech I
.and this gave the opportunity for planning ae a department in
order to keep the first year classes doing the sane work*
Because library facilities were very limited the development
of in-class libraries was encouraged* There were plenty of
cuboards and shelves* Students and friends assisted in building
the in-class library and by the end of the first month, there
was materials enough to keep each etu.ent busy as he prepared
his assignments*
Publications which had been destroyed in the tornado were
re-ordered. One patron gave to the Dramatics class forty-one
single copies of professional plays from the Fireside Theatre
Club* Another patron supplied a year's subscription to the Hew
York Times and the local newspaper. Students brought acceptable
books and magaxines from their homes* The in-class library be-
came a much needed facility and is presently used in the program.
Dramatics Class * The grade school building was equipped
with hot and cold running water in evory room* This facility
permitted several activities for the Dramatics class* For an
example, the students wrote orginal scripts for marionette shows*
They made their marionettes in the classroom* Papier-mache heads,
arms and legs were made and the body of the marlonettea was a
stuffed sock* Each student created a character that could be
used in the orginal plays. From the various play groupe, a
student was selected to help build a marionette gtege* After
several rehearsals, other clashes were invited into the speech
room for a program* The scripts for the marionette plays varied
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In content from events In history, to fairy-tales and even to
several completely original Ideas.
Following this unit, scene design and construction was stu-
died. The students made scale models of stages complete with
scenery, properties, and lighting effects. Water colors were
used for painting and decorating scenery and properties. The
basic stage models were built by the students in their homes.
Each stage model and set was adapted to a professional play.
As part of the project, each student gave a thirty-minute lecture
concerning the play and his design of the set. At a later date
the stages were displayed at an open-house meeting for visiting
parents.
Speech II. The students in Speech II wrote a television
play. Students from the Dramatics class did the acting and the
Speech II students prepared a sound-track to go with their film.
This film is shown each year to the Speech I classes and shown
the second year at open house for the parents.
The New Auditorium
The auditorium and physical education facilities were the
first units to be re-constructed in the new school. By toe end
of November, it was possible to present the annual school play.
After a conference with the principal, it was decided that a
permanent stage crew would be organised from students enrolled
in Dramatics and Speoch I who showed Interest in such work. Two
students who were sophomores, three who wore Juniors and two who
were seniors wore chosen. Two girls were assigned the care of
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and distribution of costumes and make-up supplies* The boys
were assigned the construction and rigging of any scenery needed*
One senior was to act as stage manager and his assistant was a
junior* who the following year would become stage manager* In
the school this crew is on duty for any program which takes
place in the school auditorium* They have been a very dedicated
group of young people* They take the responsibility seriously
and in five years* there has not been an accident or a failure
in fulfilling their jobs* Two students who have served on this
crew have entered training for professional technical work* One
boy entered Goodman Theatre School in Chicago and the other boy
is enrolled for the fall of 1962 in a theatre school on the West
Coast*
. lew Contest Interests
Another indication of the progress of the speech work during
the second year* was the participation in the various contests
sponsored by civic groups in the coicraunity* The Jcyceo»s pre-
sented to the department a trophy which could be a permanent
award to the winner of the Voice of Democracy contest* Each
year, the name of the student who wins the contest held in the
school* is engraved on the plate of this trophy* The American
Legion Post of the district presents three medals each year to
the speech students placing in the community Oratory contest*
In five years* two speech students have gone as far as the third
division of this contest and one student to the second division*
Several Speech I and Speeoh II students were selected as youth
speakers In the various churches of the community. One of these
students has graduated from William Jewell College, and in the
fall of 1962 will start his second year towards his Master's
Degree* He is also pastor of a church in another community*
Speech Assembly * The second year of the program offered
the first assembly in which speech students performed before
the entire student body* It has been found that activities such
as this help greatly in public relations of the speech department
among the students and patrons of the community* At every
opportunity offered* the writer attempts to have one or more
students v;ho are enrolled in speech arts take part In the
activity*
School Play* The school play of the year was a production
of The Robe * Permission for production was granted by the
Dramatic Publishing Company of Chicago* At first, the principal
was concerened that the junior students would be unable to
present this play* Tryouts were held and the results were rather
discouraging* However* the play was presented on December 5*
1957* There was such public enthusiasm from members of the
community* pastors and civic leaders that we were led to have
a second production of The Robe on January 10* 195G* The
superintendent of schools at that time, requested that the play
be produced at least once every four years in order that all
high school students might have the opportunity to see the play*
On June 1* 1962 the third production of the play took place*
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Debate and Discussion
The debate program book Its place In the history of the
department. Student panels that appeared from the Speech I
classes set up an activity that has been used each year since
its inception. These students appeared before other classes
and eoununity meetings* The second year was devoted in building
interest group activities related to the speech department*
new Speech Room Facilities
To climax the events of this second year, a committee of
students, teachers and the principal met to draw up plans for
speech facilities in the future school fcullding. After several
Meetings the plans were submitted*
The speech room In the new school is a small theatre room.
The facilities Included a stage* twenty-two feet by fourteen-
feet. Two entrances from down stage were built and a dressing
room on either side of the stage were constructed. A high-
fidelity stero unit was installed with a complete control over
eight built-in speakers housed in two large speaker boxes. Also
connected with this faoillty. Is a control which allows radio
or microphone work to be chanelled through the speakers into
the room. There Is a lighting system and this is controlled by
a rheostat mounted stage left of the acting area.
Two file cabinets were purchased. A large book case, which
is movable, was constructed for the filing of the various play
copies. Each division is the right size for two complete sets
of books placed so the front of the play book can be —m for
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quick recognition* There are enough divisions to file sixty
sets of plays* The center of this book case has three larger
divisions which hold publications such as Theatre Arts * The
Players and Vital Speeches * A separate set of shelves was
constructed for periodicals, newspapers and debate files* The
chairs are movable and the students have access to long tables
for group work if needed*
On the main school stage* there is a large room that was
designed for the storage and construction of scenery, properties
and lighting equipment* There also was installed a five-chan-
neled control panel for microphones* In September of 1958, the
many students who had enrolled to continue speech training and
the new students in Speech I* were delighted to find such good
facilities with which they would be given the opportunity to
work.
Further Program Developed
As the program continued to grow, the district provided
additional funds for the classroom budget and new equipment and
supplies were purchased as needed* The main activity to form
during the third year was the school debate program* The Speech
II class was the group which was toetly concerned In this work*
The Speech I students assisted when possible and later became
the novice debaters in the program.
Two squads were formed and ouch time was devoted to the
building of files by means of an extensive research program*
The Speech I students also took part in this project* These
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Speech I students bulXt a newspaper mor^iue* This was done by
having students write to their relatives and friends throughout
the country to request newspapers from the cities in which they
lived* The students worked on this project out-side of class.
By the end of the first month there were on file over fifty news-
papers from cities in the United States, Canada and England. The
students found it very interesting to see how the same news was
treated differently by the various newspapers*
Debate Tournaments* Speech II students took the newspapers
and developed a series of files on topics around which debate
cases could be developed* That year of the pro.^ram, for the first
time, a debate team attended the district tournament* The team
did not do well in competition but the experience inspired new
interest in the debate program* From the time of that tournament
the debate program developed rapidly*
The fourth year of the speech program, the Speech II students
constituted four squads of debaters* A tournament was conducted
anion:, these students to decide which four students would repre-
sent the school in the district contest* The group which was
chosen won four out of six rounds of debate*
In the Speech I classes debate was taught as a full unit*
training was the sane as for the Speech II students* There
one-hundred and thirty-six Speech I students who completed
the unit in debate* After three rounds of debate were held in
class, the officers decided there should be competition between
the Speech I classes* The drama club set up special awards for
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the two winning teams* After school, twice s week, the teams
front the Speech I classes met each other in a full-time Unit
of debate* The sohool paper carried a feature article about the
event end much interest ge?ierated rcaong students who were not
enrolled in speech* This activity served another purpose of
public relations for the department. Many of the students found
they enjoyed that tournaisent and thoy enrolled for Speech II for
the following year* Tne after school tournament is now conducted
under the direction of the dram club*
A School Squad* There wore twenty-two students, all of
unusual ability, enrolled In Speech II for the sixth year of the
speech program* That group attended eight different tournaments
and won first place In the conference debate tournament* At
other tournaments tills squad wore semi -finalists* The debate
program is now backed by the school district and for the school
year 1962-1963, a debate teacher has been employed.
More Hew Activities
During the fifth and sixth years of this program history
several new activities were formed* An Usher's Society, which
is sponsored by the draoa club, was organised* This society
is made up of young people who are trained to handle any program
which takes place in the school auditorium* The members of the
Usher's Society earn honor points towards a service certificate
given by the drama club* Thoy manage distribution of programs,
seating of the audience, tickets, intermission curtain calls
and any other service needed for a program to run smoothly*
A Speaker's Bureau was formed* Speoch students who wish
to take part in this work meet early In September and set up
several planned programs that can be presented any where in the
community. This activity gives responsibility to the students
and also gives the opportunity for them to appear before the
people of the coaaunlty*.
Another area of the Speech Department which has developed
is s full-time team of speech teachers trained for correction
work among the grade school children and the high school students*
The member of the team who works in the high school has been
very cooperative in relation to the whole speech program* Along
this same line* in the Special Education classes several class
activities are used that gives these students opportunity for
speech training* The school year 1968-1963 will offer speech
trainir.g in the Junior high school program* The instructors
there will work with the high school to coordinate the entire
speech program of the two schools*
The Seventh Year
For the fall term of school there are six sections of
Speech I, one class of Speech II, two classes in Dramatics I
and one class of Dramatics II scheduled* A full debate program
is planned along with the various activities in connection with
the drama club* In the department library there are over four
hundred volumes of materials including plays* reference books*
files and publications* .In the Dramatics work there are over
three-hundred different costumes, a complete make-up supply*
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ton now plays and plans for two all-school plays.
What the future holds for this pro^oa la the challenge to
keep Improving Instruction and opportunities for the high school
students* what has been accomplished came about through planning
and hard work embraced witfo a wonderful spirit of cooperation
offered by the administration, other faculty members and students,
High school students appreciate high standards and if motivated
properly will work hard if given the opportunity. Shese six
years of work and planning merely lay a foundation for the future.
A strong speech program is needed for the American youth. "For
If communication stops, civilisation will die."
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APPENDIX
The appendix of this paper contains suggested activities and
assignments for a speech arts program* This material was derived
from the speech program of which this history was concerned.
The contents of the appendix was divided according to the various
exercises and activities which were adopted for Speech I, Speech
II, Dramatics I and Dramatics II classes.
The suggestions offered were used as the program progressed
and were found to be helpful in meeting the needs of students and
promoting the program content. The writer realised that sons
of the suggestions might not be practical in some school situations
due to class size or school philosophy towards a speech program*
However, the activities given were an important factor in the
speech program under discussion.
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APPENDIX A
Speech X
Activities and Assignments
1. "Know Your neighbor"
2. Class organization
5. Two-minute talk I Topic of student*s choice.
4* Panel Ii Four students; topic assigned;
note-cards*
5. Record student's voice: Short autobiography;
make diction chart for each student*
6* Three-minute speech: Purpose, to inform*
7* Instruction: Speech organization*
8* Five-minute speech: Turn in outline; topic, a
local or community problem; purpose, to
inform*
9. Instruction: Speech terminology*
10. Instruction! Techniques In research; take class
to library? prepare sample cards*
11* Assign research problem! Topic to be used for
raid-term examination*
12* Duet panel: Two students; topic, national news;
turn in research cards*
IS* Instruction: Value of content*
14* Assignment: Five-minute speech; "What is the
most important thing in tho world?";
student to defend his content; cross
examination by class*
15* Preparation of current topic files: Old
newspaper, students bring three
newspapers from home; magazines, students
bring tv/o from home; topics labeled on
folders; students work in groups of fouri
bibliography prepared after folders
completed*
16* Assignment: Three-minute newscast*
17. Panel II: Five students; to ic, controversial
national news subject.
13* instruction: Criticism; a method in learning*
12. Assignment: Impromptu speech; two minutes;
topic assigned.
20* Assignment: Extemp speaking; ten-minute
preparation; four-minute speeches; topic
drawn*
21* Individual speech analysis: What student has
learned about himself; what skill needs
the most work for improvement*
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22. Assignments Five -minute s eech; purpose, to
appeal to the emotion of anger; defend
content*
23. Group reading* Poem; BI Hear America Sinking."
24. Assignment: Individual poems I twenty-five to
seventy-five lines; short biography of
poet, to be read, not Memorized; purpose,
voioe variety and interpretation.
25. Written examination*
26. Impromptus Three-minutes; to^ic, drawn.
27* Extemp. lis Five-minute preparation; five-
minute speeches; topic, national news*
assigned.
28. Problem solving discussions s Five or six
students; each group to work at same
time in areas of the room; define problem;
limit the problem; best solution to problem;
each group then to discuss problem before
entire class; time fifteen or twenty-minutes;
class prepare written critique.
29. Instruction] Informal debate.
50. Assignments Two member informal debate.
51. Instructions Formal debate.
552. Assignments Select teams; assign problem;
three weeks preparation; one week in
class, two weeks outside of class.
33* Conduct round-robin tournament in class.
34. Semester examination.
36. Instructions Radio plays; group productions;
recorded.
86. Instructions Pantomime; history of; necessity
of } skills*
37* Assignments One humorous; one serious, one
group; all three-minute pantomimes*
38. Instructions Acting techniques*
39* Production of two one-act plays s Two weeks
preparation; tryouts; technical staff;
production staff; visiting audience*
40* Written examination*
41* Assignments Each student to lead class in
discussion; topics assigned; lecture
speech, ten-minutes; prepare leading
questions; discussion ten-minutes;
students prepare written critique*
42* Assignments Five-minute speech; purpose, to
entertain*
43* Final test over s eech terms*
44* Assignments A study of a speech from Vital
Speeches; a written analysis and oral
report on style and content.
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A STUBBBT INFORMATICS FORM
MM . _ . *& l -
AAA™*** _____ ClaasifIcationjAddress: i
Phone number i_
Brother* t
Parent.. Heme. m OWert __Jtounger,
Emergency Phone Humbert , Sisters*
Church Affiliation! J. «*•*«
^Younger.
.
Pastor* s Kamet - —
Organisations of which you are a member i
Have you ever been in any type of program where you have
appeared in public? If so, explain*
What school programs have you participated int Explain*
Do you plan to attend college? , m wtoera? __,
lhat school did you attend last year? „,
Do you have any special hobbies? Explain*
To what work do you hope to devote your life?
On the beck of this form, in a paragraph, write an explanation
•b to why you enrolled in speech and what is your present
attitude towards speech class?
Anything else you think I should know about you? Any time
you would like to have a conference with me, let me know*
WELCOME TO THE SPEECH ARTS DEPARTMEHTt
Your folder Is for your use and you may feel free to check
your material any Monday or Friday.
STUDENT RECORD OP AS3I0NMKNTS
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Student's Names Hourt
assignment
1. Polder filee
DATE
OIVEH
2. Information form
S» Know Your Neighbor
4« Three-Minute speech
5, j«n»l 1
_
6. Voice Recorded
7« Five -Minute speech
8. Teaching speech
Test given
i
Test graded
i
9« Research project
i
22.
ASSIGNMENT
Cartoon
Vocabulary tests t
DATE
GIVEN
#Io» Current EvonE file
ll« Newscast
IS, Radio Mai
IS* Informal debate"
i4. Formal debate
%
157
157
Panel II
"Poem I
17 » group Reading"
J3« Impromptu
i9. Exte..ip. i
go. Speech analysis
21. Famous Biography
Comments
25,
(5!
24. Speech terms
Ve-Mlnute
26* Poem it
W, PanfcomlmeT
IT
28.
Humorous
t
Serious
t
Group
i
Class discussion
leader
9. Voice Recorded II
i» Contest Speech
1. mter-elass debate1
32, Panel 3CHT
35. Duet Discussion
. 54jl. Impromptu IIoi
Extern;35. temp\ I
Quarter Tests
(1)
(2)
'
(4)
Oral FinaX
Oue-Aet
Reaponslbliifcy
i
Approved by i
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STUDENT EVALUATION PORK
Nam*
Date
Topj
1.
,.
Assignment! ^ , .: .,„_
> Oivent Tiia6 Assigned: „,.
In, Time TTsedt _ ._
Why did you speak on this topic for your first assignment?
2. List the facts contained in the main part of your speech.
3. How was your speech affected by opinions, prejudices,
convictions or facts?
4. What references did you use in the preparation of your
speech?
5* What were your personal feelings during your presentation?
6. What did you observe about your audience during your speech?
7, What do you believe was the strongest point of your speech?
8. What do you consider your weakest point of your speech?
9. If given the opportunity, would you want to speak on this
sane subject again? Explain your answer.
10, , Prom all of the speeches you have heard on thiB first
assignment, which topic did you find most interesting?
11.
1
,
Were you aware of any skill that you needed during the
preparation of and the presentation of your speech?
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12 • At this time, do you have any ideas concerning your next
ipeech which you will give?
13, Do you have any personal questions concerning the prepa*
ration of and the presentation of your assignments that
you would like to have discussed in class, without the
class knowing you have a personal problem in speaking?
•
Considering everything you have done towards this first
assignnent, what grade do you think you should receive
for your work? Be honest with yourself, your grade has
no effect on the grade that has been given by the teacher*
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A SPEAKER'S OUTUHE
Student* s Dates
Subject! (Assigned by the teacher)
Topic
i
(Student* s treatment of the subject)
•
Title
t
(Should create attention in the minds of the audience)
Introduction! (Should create interest, set a mood and establish
the Importance of the topic)
Body of Speech! (The organisation of content, presenting the
facts necessary to coraaunicate your purpose
and ideas concerning your topic
)
Conclusion! (A brief summary of the speech emphasising
the main point of the speech which you as
the speaker wish your audience to learn*)
Teacher's comments are found on the back of your outline*
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STUDENT CRITIQBB FORM
Student Speaking t Dates
Topics Tlmei
I thought the speaker* a purpose wast
My remarks concerning the outline end organisation of
*
th« speech.
My comments on the speaker* a techniques*
i
>
My recommendations for the speaker concerning future work*
»
My evaluation of the speech* (Excellent, Good, Fair,
*
>
Poor)*>
If X were giving a grade on this assignment* it would be •
"Student Critic
•
Student's Name:
WRITTEN CRITIQUE
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Date i
|
Topic t Timet
Comments concerning content
i
,
Comments concerning skills
t
Suggestions for next
assignment*
•
•
i
SKILL 1 2 5 4
Approach
Choice of tooic
Posture
Excellent-1
Good-2
Pair-S
Poor-4
Grade
t
Point
Average
:
Gestures
Volume
Voice auality
Vocabulary
Pronunciation
Diction
Content
Facial quality
Delivery
Total Effect
Critic
4*
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YOUR EVALUATION OP THIS CLASS
This critique gives you the opportunity to nake sui
which you might have concerning this class* Please fee!
to make any criticism thot needs to be made* There are
leading questions for you to consider* otherwise, write
feel you should* Please do not sign your name*
ideations
L free
several
as you
What Is your present attitude towards speech training?
What assignment did you enjoy the most?
that work did you not enjoy doing?
What work do you think allowed you the opportunity for self-
improvement?
Could you honestly recommend this class to your closest friend?
Is there anything about the facilities or materials used In
this class that you would like to corament about?
Anything else?
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APFEJTDIX B
Speech IX
Activities and Assignments
1. A review of Speech X fundamentals*
2* Assignment! Fiveminute speech; topic assigned*
5* Student analysis of speeches given*
4* Duet discussion: National event; impromptu*
5* To ic files: Individual files on subject matters
dealing with national high school debate
topic*
6» Class bibliography of material found In school
library: Subject debate topic*
7* Test over research methods: Correct and review*
8* Assignment: Five-minute speech over one issue
of the national debate question; defend
stand during cross examination*
9* Review of literature on hand concerning debate
question*
10. Guest speaker: Lawyer, physician or other
person connected with national debate
question*
11* Class discussion the day after guest speaker:
Review speech content; prepare class
brief for affirmative and negative cases*
12* Assignment: Individual preparation of both
cases for the national topic*
15* Round-robin tournament in class: Debating
topic; three rounds; each student working
with two other people*
14* Select teams for first tournament outside of
school*
15* Set up practice debates to be held before social
studies class*
16* Students not debating in social studies classes
serve as time keepers: The social studies
teacher* acts as judge.
17* Tournanent preparation is done outside of class*
and students do other activities in class*
18* Recording of student voices: A three-minute
narrative description of a famous
personality*
19* Diction analysis taken from recording*
20* Written examination over speech and debate terms*
21* Assignment: Fii'e -minute speech; purpose, to
convince.
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22. Instruction: Review In radio fundamentals;
record one-act plays that are part of the
school curriculum; these recordings are
used by English teachers as a teaching
aid for their classes.
25, Prepare and conduct building radio and television
program survey: Students survey all
English and social studies classes; tabulate
results; write letters to various winners;
replys received are displayed on bullentln
board for the entire student body,
Write two television programs: Better of the
two; filmed (3 mm); sound tract prepared;
film and sound track placed in class library.
25. Masterpiece study: A complete study of a speech
given by a famous person* This study is
prepared and made into notebook; placed in
class library; study Includes biography;
content analysis; cover illustrated mood or
theme of speech.
26. Conduct second round of class debate question:
Preparation for second out of school
tournament.
27. Assignment: Preparation for American Lsgion
Oratory Contest; subject, The Constitution
of the United States. *—~* "
"'
28. Preparation for American Education Week! Kach
student prepared a two-minute announcement
concerning this event, and the week before,
each morning, one of the announcements was
given over the public address system.
29. Assignment: Publicity program connected with
all school play.
30. Guest speaker: Lawyer from the community speaks
on court procedure and relet ted to.lcs.
51. Assignment: Plan and present a mock-trial;
two weeks.
32. written examination.
33. Problem-solving discussion groups: Topic
assigned.
34. Assignment: Ten-minute speech: Puroose; to
present a personal belief or conviction
and defend content with facts, illustrations
and examples.
35. Impromptu debate: Two students; topic assigned.
36. Assignment: A thirty-minute speech program;
program presented before communications
classes.
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37. Assignment* Prepared and presented a declamation
?
selection] class decides the student to
represent the department in the out of
school tourna ento in the declamation
division*
33. Reparation of students for the spring tournaments.
39. Assignments Ten-minute speech; purpose;
student choice; final examination.
40. Final written examination.
-
•
•
•
-
•
»
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APPENDIX C
Assignments and Activities
1« Instruction! History of drama and tfte theatre.
2. Written test*
3. Instruction! Set-design.
4. Written test. ,„ , , ,
5. Project* Construction of set for all school play.
6. Class manages all technical problems connected
with school play.
7. Preparation of Thanksgiving and Christmas assemblies.
8. Instructloni Techniques in acting.
9. Instruction! Theatrical make-up.
10. Selection of ton one-act •>lays to be produced
during the school year.
11. Assign^nti Group pantomiaas backed by music.
12. Instruction! Shakespearean acting.
13. Assignment! Fifteen minute cutting from a
Shakespearean play. First quarter
examination! presentation of cutting.
14. instruction! Childrente playa.
15. AssignTsenti Group writing of a thirty-minute
children's play. Original or an adaptation.
These plays are produced and the best play
goes on tour to the seven grade schools
in the district.
16. Class production of one two-act play. Presented
before the Junior high school student body.
17. Bach year, a different subject is selected to
prepare for a film or colored slides!
Example! make-up, set-construction, history
of costume, etc. A script is prepared ami
a sound track is made; this is placed in
the class library.
18. Bach student appeared in a one-act play and
served in as many technical positions
as possible for the production of the
ten plays. The plays aro produced and
presented before visiting audiences.
19. Assignment! notebook) pictures cut from magazines
illustrating costumes, Bet-design, make-up,
lighting effects, etc. Project due at the
end of the first semester.
20. Assignment! Ten minute monologues, memorised.
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21. Assignment! Each quarter, students *?«* *&*••
articles from! The Player's, Theatre Arts,
Showt and two professional plays from the
class library. This record was kept on a
student reading record card*
22. Bach student rust take part in one all school
assembly during the year.
25. Students were assigned into groups for the
construction of a scale model set for a
frofesslonal play. This work was started
n class and finished at home.
24. The class was responsible for a forty-five minute
dramatic program which was presented at
the drama club after school.
25. Assignment* Two students gave a duet-acting
selection from a Broadway show. Complete
with stagins **& costume. Timet thirty-
minutes.
26. Prom the dramatics class, a trained stage crew
is maintained.
27. Instruction: A two-week unit in ballot and modern
dance is taught.
28. Instruction! Basic skills in fencing.
r;9. Each student prepared and turned in a complete
production notebook for a one -act play.
50. Assignment! Impromptu creative dramatics unit.
51. iritten examination over entire year's work is
Given. The student must make a crade of
seventy eight in order to qualify for
Dramatics XI.
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APPENDIX D
Dramatics II
Assignments and Activities
1* Each students produces and directs a one-act
play; casts, members of Dramatics I
classes*
2* Studonts prepare research problem; a phase of
theatrical history; to be placed in class
library*
S* Dramatics II students act as ohairment for
committees connected with play productions
held in school auditorium*
4* Assignment: Solo cutting; Shakespearean play;
tir.se i twenty-minutes*
5* Assignment! notebook; history of acting tech-
nique and history of stage design; due at
end of first semester*
6* Assignment! Dramatic monologue.
7* As ignmenti Humorous monologue*
8* Assignments Design and make costume for a
certain period of theatre,
9* Assignment: A series of t5:.?<?6 character make-ups;
demonstrate is class; colored slides made
of each*
10. Class production of a two-act Classic playf
presented Drama Night*
11* Regular written examinations each unit*
12* Each students appears in et least two
publie pro rams during the year*
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•
The program discussed In this paper Is a history of the
speech program of a Missouri high school* This history covers
a six yeer period giving the important activities and plans
that were used in establishing this program as It is today in
the high school concerned* This study was made because the writer
had found wide differences of speech programs within the high
schools of the school conference of which this particular school
is tm active member* The differences in teacher attitudes, the
administrative interest, the community interact and student partlci*
pation became known through conversations, conferences, attending
programs in the other schools and through district speech meetings
held twice a year for the Missouri schools* As this writer made
note of the various pro-ams and problems of the various schools,
she decided thnt her experience had been rare and gratifying as
she had been sllowed to shape the speech program for the school
in which she taught* This realisation became so vivid teat this
study and history was written*
This study offers to the reader is) emphasis on teacher
training, student differences and class values* The writer be-
lieves that a good program can be developed in any school, If
these three areas are given careful consideration! The teacher
must be trained to teach speech and the various activities of
the speech programj the student mast be guided as an individual
with differences in capacities, interests and skills of appli-
cation; and the speech class must be devoted to a pro jrnm wich
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allows the student to learn to aecept his differences and to
develop his skills In speaking. If these areas are given proper
standards the speech program will offer new values for all
concerned*
The appendix of this paper Is a compiled list of activities
and assignments which have beon used In the program for which
this history Is written* The writer hopes that her study will
be a ready source of materials for the teacher of speeoh and to
help that teacher save time and energy in seeking ideas to be
applied to a speech program* The author hopes that the history
can be an inspiration to the speech teacher to toaoh interestingly
and efficiently in his own school*
To summarize briefly the value of this study, the writer
concludes that the speech program In any school can be effective
in teaching students of individual differences if the speeoh
teacher is willing to prepare himself for this task* Also the
conclusion Is made that if the high schools throughout the
country are going to offer speech training to the student, state
requirements for certification to teach speeoh oust be evaluated*
A third conclusion made by the writer is that a new interest
among the administrators and state leaders of education concerning
the speech program will be a strong foundation for any speech
teacher to work from to improve the program he offers in his
school* The future will be important to the speeoh program as
students will always need to be taught skills in communication*
The future rests with the colleges, state departments and the
well trained teacher*
